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Abstract Identification of rare species and mapping their

distributions is crucial for understanding natural species

distributions and causes and consequences of accelerating

species declines. However, detection of rare species in both

terrestrial and especially aquatic communities typically

dominated by numerous microscopic species (i.e. rare

biosphere) represents a formidable technical challenge.

Rapid advances in high-throughput sequencing (HTS)

technologies have revolutionized biodiversity studies in the

rare biosphere, and also stimulated associated debates.

Here we summarize research progress, discuss debates and

problems, and propose possible solutions and future studies

to address these issues. In addition, we provide take-home

messages for experimental design and data interpretation

when utilizing HTS techniques for rare biosphere explo-

ration in ecology and conservation biology.

Keywords Biodiversity � Metabarcoding � Next-
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Introduction

Species in natural environments are increasingly placed at

risk by interacting anthropogenic stressors that include

over-exploitation, chemical pollution, climate change, and

introductions of alien invasive species. These human-

mediated disturbances contribute to changes in the global

distribution of organisms, and to the sixth major extinction

event in the history of life (Chapin III et al. 2000). The

global decline in biodiversity is estimated 100–1,000 times

faster than pre-human rates (Pimm et al. 1995; Barnosky

et al. 2011). Understanding the direct causes and conse-

quences of these dramatic changes, as well as the indirect,

knock-on effects on ecosystems, is a critical issue in many

disciplines of ecology and conservation biology. In addi-

tion, better understanding of these phenomena may also

help develop effective conservation plans to stanch future

biodiversity loss. Identification of rare species and mapping

their distributions represent crucial prerequisites to under-

standing biodiversity distribution patterns and trends.

Communities are typically dominated by a few species,

with an additional but varying number present at (very) low

population abundance (e.g. Pedrós-Alió 2012). Such a large

number of diverse rare species is collectively referred as to

the ‘‘rare biosphere’’. The rare biosphere mainly includes

native rare species and recently introduced non-indigenous

species (NIS). Some of these native rare species may be

vulnerable to extirpation due to demographic stochasticity

(Wilson et al. 2011), while newNIS usually remain rare for a

long period of time, even in cases where they eventually

become dominant to cause large-scale negative effects

(Crooks and Soulé 1999). Consequently, the rare biosphere

must bewell characterized to identify native endangered rare

species for conservation, and to identify recently introduced

NIS for early detection and rapid response.

The detection of an array of rare species represents a

major technical challenge in all habitats, but particularly so

in communities where species are not typically visible,

such as microbes (Pedrós-Alió 2012) and plankton (Zhan

et al. 2013). Recent technological advances have driven
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rapid development of many DNA-based methods designed

to facilitate biodiversity assessment in complex commu-

nities (see reviews by Darling and Mahon 2011; Zimmer-

man et al. 2014). In particular, the advent of high-

throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies is revolution-

izing biodiversity studies, especially for the rare biosphere

in complex communities (e.g. Creer 2010; Hajibabaei

2012; Zhan et al. 2013; Bohmann et al. 2014).

Even though HTS technologies provide powerful tools

to access otherwise difficult to detect communities, the use

of these technologies is clouded by a number of issues

including data interpretation, availability of reference col-

lections, and a variety of technical issues. Here we sum-

marize research progress, discuss debates and problems,

and propose future studies to address these issues (Fig. 1).

In addition, we provide take-home messages for experi-

mental design and data interpretation when utilizing HTS

techniques for rare species detection in conservation biol-

ogy and ecology (Fig. 1).

Selection of versatile primers based on high resolution

markers

The commonly used protocol for detection of rare species

using HTS-based tools relies on PCR amplification

(Fig. 1), which uses versatile (or ‘‘universal’’) primers to

amplify DNA extracted from bulk samples and then PCR

amplicons are subjected to sequencing for species identi-

fication (i.e. DNA metabarcoding). Selection of candidate

gene regions, as well as associated versatile primers, rep-

resents the first most crucial step (e.g. Blaalid et al. 2013;

Zhan et al. 2014a). Versatile primers in the paper refer to

PCR primers that can be used to successfully amplify all

species members in communities of interest.

In order to overcome the limitation of PCR-based meth-

ods caused by lack of versatile primers for high resolution

markers (see next section below), PCR-free methods such as

DNA capture and direct shotgun sequencing (i.e. metage-

nomics) have been proposed as alternatives (Taberlet et al.

2012). However, these methods remain largely untested on

environmental samples and/or low input–output efficiency

(i.e. available data versus sequencing cost/depth, e.g. Zhou

et al. 2013a). Further, in a recent study on diet analysis the

authors were unable to recover rare species using metage-

nomic methods (Srivathsan et al. 2014). Consequently, we

focus on only commonly used PCR-based methods here.

Lack of versatile primers for high resolution markers:

more efforts needed

An ideal gene region for PCR primer design is expected to

have conserved regions among diverse taxonomic groups

and hypervariable regions between primer annealing sites

for species delimitation, while ideal primers are expected

to be highly versatile in that they effectively amplify across

Fig. 1 Flowchart for rare

biosphere exploration using

high-throughput sequencing,

and a summary of research

progress, observed problems

and/or debates raised, as well as

possible solutions for future

studies
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a wide range of taxa. Closely related taxa can be reliably

differentiated using gene regions with fast evolutionary

rates (i.e. hyperpolymorphism in DNA sequences among

related taxa), however, ease of designing versatile primers

is inversely related to evolutionary rate (Machida and

Knowlton 2012). Despite inherent technical difficulties and

the fact that primers often display specificity for a certain

group of species, development and detailed testing of

versatile primers represents the first priority for metabar-

coding surveys (Machida and Knowlton 2012; Leray et al.

2013; Zhan et al. 2014a).

Available evidence clearly demonstrates that perfor-

mance—including biodiversity detection power, PCR

efficiency, and degree of universality—varies widely

among primer pairs that were designed based on different

gene regions (Machida and Knowlton 2012; Zhan et al.

2014a). For example, taxa recovery for a complex plankton

community varied widely: 38 orders based on primers for

nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA (SSU rDNA) versus

only 10 orders for mitochondrial 16S (mt16S), and many of

the unrecovered taxa using mt16S were probably rare taxa

(Zhan et al. 2014a). Owing to relatively high taxonomic

resolution capability and a large public reference database

for species annotation, mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase

subunit I (COI) is expected as a competent candidate gene

for metabarcoding surveys for animals. However, owing to

high polymorphism of COI sequences among taxa, only a

few studies have successfully developed competent primers

for COI (e.g. Leray et al. 2013; Gibson et al. 2014). More

successful examples have been reported for the rDNA

region, including the internal transcribed spacer (ITS), SSU

rDNA, and large subunit ribosomal DNA (LSU rDNA), for

diverse communities such as microbes (Nossa et al. 2010),

fungi (Ihrmark et al. 2012; Blaalid et al. 2013) and

plankton (Zhan et al. 2014a).

For eukaryotes, currently metabarcoding surveys for

environmental samples rely mainly on rDNA regions,

however there are technical problems (e.g. Tang et al.

2012; Lindahl et al. 2013). Despite the fact that ITS pro-

vides high taxonomic resolution power (e.g. Schoch et al.

2012), the frequent occurrence of insertions/deletions may

render it difficult to assign sequences to taxa by sequence

similarity, especially to higher taxonomic ranks (Machida

and Knowlton 2012). Owing to a relatively slow evolu-

tionary rate, SSU rDNA likely underestimates true species

richness. Consequently, metabarcoding data based on SSU

rDNA should be interpreted with caution for species-level

patterns (Tang et al. 2012), even though this marker can

recover a wide range of taxa in complex communities (e.g.

Zhan et al. 2014a).

It is obvious that versatile primers for high resolution

markers are required for metabarcoding surveys, especially

those targeting the rare biosphere. However, given the

inherent technical difficulties involved in designing highly

versatile primers for fast-evolving genes, the rare biosphere

can still be explored using available primers such as SSU

rDNA at higher taxonomic ranks (e.g. family or higher);

competent primers can then be more easily designed for

specific narrower taxa based on fast-evolving genes such as

COI, allowing for species delimitation. This two-step

process may thus accommodate species exploration in the

largely unexplored rare biosphere.

Varied detection sensitivity: another consideration

for primer selection

HTS-based methods have been identified as sensitive tools

for biodiversity assessment of the rare biosphere, allowing

for simultaneous detection of an array of rare species using a

single effort (Hajibabaei et al. 2011; Pochon et al. 2013; Zhan

et al. 2013). Hajibabaei et al. (2011) determined that 454

pyrosequencing could accurately identify macro-inverte-

brate species present atmore than 1 %abundance in a pooled

mixture. A slightly higher level of sensitivity, 0.64 %

abundance, was detected when using pooled DNA/PCR

samples of marine species (Pochon et al. 2013). The survey

used newly developed versatile primers to demonstrate that

indicator species spiked into complex plankton communities

could be recovered at much lower levels, as low as

2.3 9 10-5 % biomass (Zhan et al. 2013). It should be noted

that there are difficulties in directly comparing these sensi-

tivity levels, mainly because these studies effectively mea-

sured different organisms of interest. Available evidence

suggested that differences in detection sensitivity across

studies were not likely due to differing community com-

plexity, since the plankton communities used in Zhan et al.

(2013) are more complex than artificially assembled ones

that used\30 species in the former two studies. In addition,

sequencing depth cannot explain the sensitivity difference,

as we had higher detection capability at 1/24 PicoTiter plate

(detection limit:\0.021 %biomass across all tested species;

Zhan et al. 2013) than Hajibabaei et al. (2011) had at 1/4

PicoTiter plate (detection limit: 1 % abundance). Collec-

tively, the observed difference may be determined by

selected primers for different taxa/communities analyzed.

Such primer-associated efficiency differences were detected

in other communities such as fungi (e.g. Ihrmark et al. 2012).

The consequences of primer-associated PCR efficiency

among taxa remain unevaluated for metabarcoding surveys

at a community level. A logical expectation in the rare

biosphere is that the efficiency should be positively cor-

related with the number of species recovered. However,

primer-associated PCR efficiency can be taxa-specific,

leading to both biased detection of certain taxa (see next

section for more detail) and highly varied detection

thresholds among taxa in communities (Panel I). Indeed,
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different detection sensitivity was observed across species

tested, even though the versatile primer pair used exhibited

high detection sensitivity across a wide range of taxa

ranging from Mollusca, Echinodermata to Crustacea (see

Table 1 in Zhan et al. 2013).

Ideal versatile primers are characterized by high PCR

efficiency across an entire community. However, technical

challenges exist for designing/choosing such versatile

primers. Consequently, a test for PCR efficiency and

detection sensitivity of primers in taxa of interest is

expected. A practical way of testing efficiency is the use of

representative indicator species to cover as wide a taxo-

nomic range as possible. Technically, the carefully selected

indicator species can be added into analyzed communities

using a gradient of biomass proportions before DNA

extraction, and then are identified during data analysis by

bioinformatic tools (e.g. Ihrmark et al. 2012; Zhan et al.

2013). Although a test on a limited number of taxa cannot

reflect the performance of primers across an entire com-

munity, it can provide both a preliminary evaluation of the

utility of available primers, and possible suggestions for

extra effort for modifying primers for biased amplified

taxa.

Type I and Type II errors

Two critical issues of concern in data analysis and inter-

pretation are Type I (failure to detect a species when it is

present, i.e. incorrectly reject null hypothesis that a rare

species is present in communities) and Type II errors

(identification of a species not present in a community, i.e.

presence of artifactual species). We address these issues in

turn below.

Type I error caused by biased PCR amplification

A common and severe problem affecting metabarcoding

studies is biased PCR amplification of different taxa in

complex communities, leading to biased identification of

certain taxa, i.e. type I error (Panel I). Type I error has been

widely reported from both laboratory-based and silico-

based surveys for biodiversity assessment using HTS (e.g.

Clarke et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2013; Ovaskainen et al. 2013;

van Velzen et al. 2012; Toju et al. 2012). This type of error

is especially acute for those studies focusing on rare taxa

(Bellemain et al. 2010; Engelbrektson et al. 2010). For

example, estimates of species richness were highly influ-

enced by primers used: short PCR amplicons (\400 bp)

produce higher number of operational taxonomic units

(OTUs) than do long ones (Huber et al. 2009; Enge-

lbrektson et al. 2010). Biased PCR amplification can be

caused by many factors, including universality of the

primers, length of amplified noncoding regions (i.e. inser-

tions/deletions) among taxa, and taxonomic composition of

communities of interest (Bellemain et al. 2010; Enge-

lbrektson et al. 2010).

The use of multiple sets of versatile primers can mini-

mize biased detection of taxa in the rare biosphere. The use

of multiple sets of primers based on different conserved

regions can decrease the probability of biased PCR

amplifications towards the same taxa. Results from multi-

ple sets of primers can be cross-referred to obtain missed

taxa caused by biased amplifications. However, it should

be noted that cross-referencing based on multiple genes can

be complicated, mainly owing to incomplete reference

databases and poor taxonomic assignments among different

genes used. The development of novel pipelines and ref-

erence databases are highly desired to integrate results

based on multiple genes for a comprehensive survey on

biodiversity.

Random sampling of rare taxa: a major cause for low

reproducibility (Type I error)

Recent tests showed that the reproducibility of metabar-

coding data was low among parallel replicates, for exam-

ple,\30 % of OTUs for soil microbes when using two or

three tagged replicates (Zhou et al. 2013b). When repro-

ducibility was examined based on the abundance of OTUs,

the reproducibility of low-abundance OTUs was much

lower than high-abundance ones (Panel II), for example, as

low as\25 % for singletons (OTUs represented by one

sequence) versus 100 % for OTUs with the number of

sequences[100 (Zhan et al. 2014c). Both laboratory work

and a newly developed mathematical framework support

the view that low reproducibility was a result of random

sampling process during both biological sample prepara-

tion and data generation (Zhou et al. 2011; Ihrmark et al.

2012; Zhou et al. 2013b; Zhan et al. 2014c). For biological

sample collection and preparation, low population density

may lead to inconsistent presence of rare species in subs-

amples. For data generation, many steps involve random

sampling processes, including DNA extraction, PCR, and

random selection of amplicons during sequencing proce-

dures (Zhan et al. 2014c).

Low reproducibility has profound influences on HTS-

based studies. For example, biodiversity differences among

communities (i.e. b-diversity) can be highly over-estimated

due to a random sampling process. Even worse, wrong

conclusions may be made if variation of intra-samples (i.e.

replicates within a sample) was higher than that of inter-

samples. It may be necessary to revisit some of these

studies to re-assess b-diversity among communities. The

use of deeper sequencing, blocking primers against domi-

nant taxa (i.e. specific primers annealed to dominant taxa to
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block PCR amplification), and pooling of repeated PCRs

may help resolve this problem. In addition, for future

experimental design, technical replicates (i.e. preparation

of multiple DNA extractions from the same bulk sample)

are needed to statistically correct intra-sample variation,

while field-based replicate samples are desirable to sub-

stantiate results.

Real rare species versus artifacts: more efforts needed

to reduce Type II error

Available evidence strongly supports the conclusion that

errors/artifacts are a major cause of inflated biodiversity

estimates (i.e. Type II error, presence of artifactual spe-

cies), with error estimates as high as an order of magnitude

(e.g. Quince et al. 2009; Kunin et al. 2010). The most

problematic issue is the presence of OTUs represented by

low-abundance reads such as singletons, doubletons and

tripletons (i.e. OTUs represented by one, two and three

sequences, respectively). Even after noises and error-prone

sequences are removed during data processing, low-abun-

dance OTUs may still account for a very large fraction of

all detected OTUs. For example, 66.3 % of all recovered

OTUs were singletons, doubletons and tripletons in a

zooplankton community (Zhan et al. 2014a). Studies sug-

gest that a majority of these reads may be errors/artifacts

(e.g. Reeder and Knight 2009), although real rare species

may exist among these low-abundance OTUs (Zhan et al.

2013; Brown et al. 2014; Zhan et al. 2014a).

One important point to keep in mind is that rare taxa

may be represented by low frequency reads (e.g. Zhan et al.

2013; Brown et al. 2014). A central problem, however, is

that the data filtering process will remove not only errors/

artifacts, but also real rare species recovered as low-

abundance OTUs (see the sequence quality filtering section

for more detail). Rare sequences can be valuable and

informative in reflecting unique lineages in communities.

These issues highlight the urgent need to develop more

robust bioinformatic algorithms to allow accurate sorting

of informative reads from errors/artifacts. In addition,

construction of more expansive reference libraries will

allow better testing of bioinformatic algorithms, permit

better filtering of errors/artifacts, and assure accurate rare

species assignment.

Type II error caused by cross-contamination

Many HTS-based studies use environmental and/or impure

samples. Nucleic acid isolated from such types of samples

may contain contaminants. In addition, since sequencing

capacity has been highly improved in the past several

years, many samples (e.g. several hundred) can be pooled

and sequenced in parallel. Cross-contamination can occur

when preparing such a large number of samples in a short

period of time in a laboratory. Cross-contamination rep-

resents a serious concern on downstream data analysis and

interpretation, and even leading to erroneous conclusions

(Schmieder and Edwards 2011). A survey showed that

possible contamination occurred in 145 out of 202 me-

tagenomes, with as high as 64 % contaminating sequences

(Schmieder and Edwards 2011). Cross-contamination can

definitely lead to the presence of artifactual species in

HTS-based studies (i.e. Type II error). To reduce cross-

contamination, careful manipulation, good organization,

and the use of strictly standard experimental protocols are

required when preparing a large number of samples.

Moreover, the use of contamination removal pipelines,

such as DeconSeq (Schmieder and Edwards 2011), can

facilitate the detection and elimination of possible con-

taminant sequences. However, it should be noted that there

are challenges to control, detect and then eliminate cross-

contamination when dealing with various types of samples

such as those from environments.

In addition to cross-contamination during laboratory

work, there is an highly overlooked technical source of

errors. In HTS-based studies, numerous samples are usu-

ally tagged, pooled and sequenced in parallel. Tags, also

known as molecular identifiers (MIDs) which usually

consist of 6–10 bp, are uniquely assigned to each sample

either by linking to the amplified fragments directly during

PCR (i.e. using fusion primers) or by ligation after PCR.

The former method is widely used; however, recent studies

clearly showed that such a time- and cost-saving strategy is

a source of errors, such as Type II error caused by tag

switching (i.e. contamination from pooled samples; see

Carlsen et al. 2012 and references therein) and amplifica-

tion bias (Berry et al. 2011). After pooling samples toge-

ther, low concentrations of unused tagged primers may

interfere with the amplicons during sequencing procedures

to complete tag switching (Carlsen et al. 2012). Tag

switching can result in erroneous assignment of sequence

reads to wrong samples, causing cross contamination

among pooled samples (i.e. Type II error). Type II error

caused by tag switching may be a common but largely

overlooked phenomenon in HTS-based studies (Westra

et al. 2011; Carlsen et al. 2012). For example, 0.1–16 %

sequence reads had non-compatible tag combinations in a

454 sequencing setup with mixed samples (van Orsouw

et al. 2007). In many HTS-based studies, amplicons are

usually tagged at one end only, leading to no power to

detect and control for the presence of non-compatible tag

combinations after sequencing. To correct Type II error

caused by tag switching, amplicons should be tagged at

both ends (Carlsen et al. 2012). In addition, thorough

rinsing of PCR products, cold storage of pooled amplicon

libraries immediately after mixing, and reduced sample
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storage time between the final steps in the laboratory

preparations may be used to avoid tag switching (Carlsen

et al. 2012). Some pipelines such as CLOTU have imple-

mented options for filtering out sequences with non-com-

patible tag combinations (Kumar et al. 2011). The

application of such filtering options may highly decrease

Type II error caused by tag switching. In addition to tag

switching, empirical studies clearly demonstrated that

tagged primers introduced amplification biases during

PCR, leading to less reproducible data sets (Berry et al.

2011). Several strategies are suggested to avoid this prob-

lem, such as a nested PCR approach (Davey et al. 2014)

and a 2-step PCR procedure, i.e. use conventional PCR

primers to amplify the template during the first step of PCR

amplification, and a dilution of yielded amplicons from the

first step to serve as a template in a successive low-cycle-

number PCR amplification using tagged primers (Berry

et al. 2011).

Sequence quality filtering: a trade-off between Type I

and Type II errors

In order to eliminate errors/artifacts, sequence data should

be subjected to stringent sequence quality filtering (Quince

et al. 2009; Kunin et al. 2010). However, rare species,

which will be probably represented by low-abundance

reads, may be sensitive to sequence quality filtering process

(Panel III). Owing to the low number of sequences in final

datasets, nucleotide ambiguity and/or low-quality nucleo-

tides in real low-abundance reads can lead to complete

removal of these sequences during quality filtering (Pane-

l III). Consequently, there exists a trade-off between

reducing Type I and Type II errors (i.e. failing to detect

real rare species versus eliminating artifactual species,

Zhan et al. 2014b). Using both internal (i.e. reliable OTUs

selected from natural communities) and external (i.e.

known spiked indicator species) references, three patterns

were detected when testing this trade-off in plankton

communities: (1) rare species were eliminated at all tested

filtering stringencies; (2) more rare taxa were deleted as

filtering stringency increased; and (3) elimination of rare

species intensified as the relative biomass of a species

decreased (Zhan et al. 2014b). Consequently, caution

should be taken to avoid loss of rare taxa during data

processing, especially for the use of sequence filtering

strategies.

When handling low-abundance reads, the objective of a

study must be considered. If an investigator is seeking to

determine presence of specific species or those of man-

agement significance such as invasive alien species at early

stages of biological invasions, reducing Type I error should

be the primary concern. If, on the other hand, a researcher

is seeking a conservative biodiversity estimate for a

community, then considerations to limit Type II error

should prevail.

As the awareness of sequencing errors increases, many

new pipelines have been developed to either correct or

remove sequencing errors, such as Blue (Greenfield et al.

2014), BLESS (Heo et al. 2014), UPARSE (Edgar 2013),

Coral (Salmela and Schröder 2011), ECHO (Kao et al.

2011), HiTEC (Ilie et al. 2011), HSHREC (Salmela 2010),

Reptile (Yang et al. 2010) and others (see review by Yang

et al. 2013). These pipelines have their own advantages to

handle certain types of data. For example, Reptile, HiTEC

and ECHO usually provide more accurate results when

compared with other methods for Illumina data; only

pipelines HSHREC and Coral can handle insertion/deletion

errors, and Coral can provide better accuracy (Yang et al.

2013). The use of these newly developed pipelines can

improve the accuracy of biodiversity estimates. However,

further investigation is needed to test whether, and the

degree to which, these pipelines may influence rare species

detection in natural complex communities. In addition, as

sequencing capacity is improving at an extraordinarily high

pace, the use of deeper sequencing may partially solve the

artifact problem. Alternatively, blocking primers may be

designed and applied against dominant taxa as a practical

solution. Such a strategy has been effectively applied to

environmental samples (e.g. Deagle et al. 2009; Boessen-

kool et al. 2012).

Take-home messages

(1) More effort is required regarding development of

versatile primers for high resolution markers.

Selection of competent versatile primers represents a

crucial first step for experimental design. Several

important characteristics of chosen primers should

be tested by laboratory- and/or in silico-based work,

including resolution power, universality/biased

amplification among taxa of interest, PCR efficiency/

detection limit, and multiple taxa recovery capabil-

ity. In addition, the use of multiple sets of versatile

primers should also be considered to avoid Type I

error.

(2) There is no doubt that errors/artifacts can largely

inflate biodiversity estimates (Type II error), and that

data filtering improves the accuracy of diversity

estimates. However, there exists a trade-off between

error removal (reduced Type II error) and rare taxa

recovery (reduced Type I error). This trade-off holds

important consequences for biodiversity assess-

ments, and investigators must make conscious deci-

sions whether their objective is to ensure that they do

not miss rare species of interest in their surveys, or

518 Conserv Genet (2015) 16:513–522
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they wish to conservatively estimate community

biodiversity. The use of blocking primers for dom-

inant taxa and/or deep sequencing may help solve

this dilemma. Many pipelines have recently been

developed to remove/correct sequencing errors/arti-

facts; however, it remains largely untested whether,

and the degree to which, these pipelines may

potentially influence rare species recovery from

natural complex communities. Obviously, more

robust bioinformatic algorithms and enhanced refer-

ence taxonomic libraries are desired to sort out and

identify real rare taxa. In addition, careful manipu-

lation and the use of standard protocols, as well as

proper design and use of MIDs (e.g. sample-specific

tags), are needed to reduce Type II error caused by

cross-contamination.

(3) Random sampling of a large number of rare taxa in

complex communities may lead to low reproducibil-

ity. This problem has many profound influences on

HTS-based studies, such as over-estimation of b-
diversity among samples. Careful experimental

design including the use of technical replicates for

intra-sample variation correction, and technical

improvements including the use of deep sequencing

and blocking primers for dominant taxa, may help

substantiate observed patterns.

(4) As biodiversity is rapidly declining globally, there is

an urgent need for data-driven prioritization of

conservation actions. Many conservation actions rely

largely on fast and effective monitoring of rare

species. Owing to the fast, sensitive, and effective

nature of HTS-based methods, they have been

successfully applied to monitoring endangered spe-

cies for conservation, such as in freshwater ecosys-

tems (Thomsen et al. 2012). Although HTS has its

inherent disadvantages, errors can be corrected/

reduced as long as these issues are fully acknowledged

and managed. When using HTS-based methods for

conservation plans, good experimental design and

proper selection of competent protocols are needed

using recommendations mentioned above. In addi-

tion, big efforts are required to develop robust

bioinformatic algorithms and to expand public data-

base for species annotation. As genetic detection tools

are being adopted in decision-making agents (e.g.

Darling and Mahon 2011; Ojaveer et al. 2013), we

expect that HTS-based tools will play a key role in

conservation management of rare species based on

environmental DNA, especially in detection and

mapping distributions of rare species at large geo-

graphical scales. The wide use of HTS-based methods

can serve as a bridge to close the gap between research

and management (Darling 2014).
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Appendix

Panel I

Selection of candidate gene regions, as well as associated

versatile primers, represents the first most crucial step for

high-throughput sequencing (HST)-based rare biosphere

exploration. Despite that the universality of primer pairs

selected has been tested using either Sanger sequencing or

small-scale HST, the biodiversity detection efficiency may

still be highly varied, especially when characterizing

complex communities. Such varied detection efficiency

occurred among primer pairs based on both different types

of genetic markers (Fig. 2) and even different regions of

the same genetic markers (Fig. 3). In addition, biased PCR

amplification of different taxa in complex communities

may effect both relatively abundant and rare taxa (Fig. 2),

leading to Type I error (i.e. failure to detect a species when

it is present). For example, Cyclopidae, a relatively abun-

dant taxon recovered by18S (33.3% of all total observed

Operational Taxonomic Units, OTUs) was not detected

when using mt16S (Fig. 2). The Type I error becomes more

severe when targeting relatively rare taxa. Four taxa

detected by 18S with relative abundance lower than 2%

were not recovered by mt16S (Fig. 2). The number of taxa

was 19 versus 15 for V4 and V5-7 regions of 18S,

respectively (Fig. 3). All these results suggest that Type I

error often occurs when using HTS for rare biosphere

exploration. Type I error may become a serious problem

Fig. 2 Comparison of family-level taxa of Crustacea recovered from

the complex plankton community collected from Hamilton Harbour,

Ontario, Canada using 454 pyrosequencing based on two types of

genetic markers, 18S (nuclear) and mt16S (mtDNA). The sequencing

depth was 1/2 PicoTiter plate for each marker. Data is derived from

Zhan et al. (2014a)
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when using HTS-based methods for protection of endan-

gered species and early detection and rapid response of

recently introduced alien invasive species.

Panel II

Random sampling means that an individual is collected

from a defined group through unpredictable and random

means, that is, all individuals have an equal chance of

being chosen out of a community. Random sampling

occurs during the whole experimental procedure including

field biological sampling, PCR and sequencing. Low pop-

ulation density leads to inconsistent presence of rare spe-

cies among parallel replicates during sample preparation

and inconsistent presence of amplicons/sequences during

PCR and sequencing. Low reproducibility is particularly

serious for rare taxa (Fig. 4). By analyzing two parallel

replicates, the results showed that the reproducibility was

100% for high-abundance Operational Taxonomic Units

(OTUs) ([100 sequences). However, the reproducibility

was lower for low-abundance OTUs, and sometimes\25%

for singletons (Fig. 4). These low-abundance OTUs,

including those irreproducible, were often assigned to

different taxa of interest (Fig. 5). Errors and artefacts may

inflate the number of low-abundance reads; however, these

factors cannot create new taxonomic groups. Collectively,

low-abundance OTUs, at least some of them, reflect unique

rare lineages in communities (Fig. 5). Low reproducibility

due to random sampling results in multiple problems

including influence on both a- and b-diversity estimates, as

well as Type I error (Zhan et al. 2014c).

Panel III

There is no doubt that sequencing errors can largely inflate

biodiversity estimates. In order to eliminate overestima-

tion, high-throughput sequencing data is usually subjected

to sequence quality filtering. Based on surveys using both

internal (Fig. 6) and external references (Fig. 7), rare spe-

cies represented by low-abundance sequences in datasets

have been approved to be more sensitive to artifact removal

process when compared to abundant species. Loss of rare

species occurred at even low filtering stringencies, such as

Q = 10 for cases based on both internal and external ref-

erences. Generally, elimination of rare species was inten-

sified as the relative biomass of a species was decreased

(Fig. 7). All these patterns clearly support a trade-off

between reducing Type I (failing to detect real rare species)

and Type II (eliminating artifactual species) errors.

Fig. 3 Comparison of order-level taxa recovered from the complex

plankton community collected from Hamilton Harbour, Ontario,

Canada using a small-scale run of 454 pyrosequencing (i.e. an

equivalent of 1/48 PicoTiter plate) based on two regions (V4 and V5-

7) of 18S. Data is derived from Zhan et al. (2014a)

Fig. 4 Reproducibility analysis of Operational Taxonomic Units

(OTUs) for the two parallel fractions (1/2 PicoTiter plate) of a

complex plankton community collected from Hamilton Harbor,

Ontario, Canada. Reproducibility refers to the capacity of an entire

pyrosequencing dataset to be thoroughly replicated when using

exactly the same protocol throughout the whole experiment. OTUs

were grouped based on their abundance. Singletons, doubletons and

tripletons denote OTUs represented by one, two and three sequences,

respectively. Data is derived from Zhan et al. (2014c)

Fig. 5 Reproducibility analysis of two groups (mollusca, A and

tunicata, B) of interest based on two parallel fractions (1/2 PicoTiter

plate) of a complex plankton community collected from Nanaimo

Harbor, British Columbia, Canada. Reproducibility refers to the

capacity of an entire pyrosequencing dataset to be thoroughly replicated

when using exactly the same protocol throughout thewhole experiment.

Taxa in boxes indicate recovery by singletons only, while highlighted

ones indicate recovery by irreproducible singletons between two

parallel fractions. Numbers in brackets show the number of OTUs

detected in this taxon. Data is derived from Zhan et al. (2014c)
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